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FOREWARD

On behalf of the organising committee, we would like to welcome all the participants to the 3rd International
Workshop on Models and Analysis of Vocal Emissions for Biomedical Applications, MAVEBA 2003, held
10-12 December 2003,  Firenze, Italy.
The workshop is organised every two years, and aims to stimulate contacts between specialists active in
research and industrial developments, in the area of voice analysis for biomedical applications. The
Workshop aims at offering the participants an interdisciplinary platform for presenting and discussing new
knowledge in the field of models and analysis of speech signals and images, both as far as adults and
children voices are concerned.
The scope of the Workshop includes all aspects of voice modelling and analysis, ranging from fundamental
research to all kinds of biomedical applications and related established and advanced technologies.
Some of the relevant topics are: linear and non-linear analysis and modelling of the normal and pathological
voice source, for parameter definition and quantification, analysis of pathological voices, for diagnostic and
classification purposes, enhancing voice quality during rehabilitation and after surgery, development of vocal
prostheses and devices for impaired. Moreover, protocols and reliable objective parameters are among the
Workshop topics. Strong focus of interest is in understanding the relationship between speech and
neurological dysfunction (e.g. epilepsy, autism, schizophrenia, stress etc.) and the interaction with hearing
impairment. Finally, singing voice analysis is also considered, with emphasis on pitch control for training
purposes.

This third edition of the Workshop has gained great interest from the international scientific community,
with more than 60 papers received, all of high scientific level, covering the most relevant fields of research
in voice analysis. Moreover, two plenary lectures and two special sessions exploit specific themes: infant
cry, singing voice, music and medicine, prosody.

We would like to thank the members of the organising committee and all the reviewers, who gave freely of
their time to assess the highly disparate work of the workshop, helping in improving the quality of the
papers.

We have also benefited from the efforts of the administrative staff within our University, office for Research
and International Relations, and the Department of Electronics and Telecommunications, that devoted a lot
of time and efforts to make this workshop a successful one. Special thanks to our University Orchestra and
Chorus for their generous participation.

Finally, our gratitude goes to the supporters and sponsors, who contribute much to the success of the
MAVEBA workshop.

Dott. Claudia Manfredi
Conference Chair

Prof. Piero Bruscaglioni
Conference Chair


